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**Abstract**

The rise of China can be perceived either as a threat or as an opportunity to and for the US, mostly depending on US grand foreign policy interests and its related strategies. If the US feels comfortable living in a multi-polar world in which it is considered to be an equal among the major powers, China is more likely to be perceived as a partner. However, if the goal of US foreign policy is to strengthen its position as the sole superpower or even as a hyper-power, and does not choose to recognise other major countries, then the rise of China will be perceived as a threat. Based on this underlying assumption, this article seeks to examine the exact interests of the US: Is it threatened by the rise of China or is it not? This article starts by explaining the grand theories and relating it to the research question. The next explanation examines the economic ties between the two countries. The final consideration is the possibility of military conflict given several recent occurrences, such as the Taiwan and South China Sea (SCS) dispute. This article concludes that the rise of China will threaten the interests of the US. However, it will not necessarily lead to war between them.
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**Introduction**

The rise of China in relation to the US can be perceived as a threat or as an opportunity depending on US grand foreign policy interests and its related strategies. If the US feels comfortable living in a multi-polar world in which it is considered to be an equal among the major powers, China is more likely to be perceived as a partner. However, if the goal of US foreign policy is to strengthen its position as the sole superpower or even as a hyper-power, and does not choose to recognise other major countries, then the rise of China will be perceived as a threat (Wang 2009:295). Based on this underlying assumption, this essay seeks to examine the exact interests of the US: Is it threatened by the rise of China or is it not necessarily threatened by the rise of China? The next explanation
continues by examining the economic ties between the two countries. The final consideration is the possibility of military conflict given recent events, such as the Taiwan and South China Sea (SCS) disputes, in order to determine whether or not China’s rise will threaten US interests.

Research Method

This research used the literature review method by analysing, comparing and contrasting arguments and building from the entirety of the argument using related resources. The author used secondary resources such as books, journal articles, the Internet, informative media and research reports.

Result and Discussion

US interest and grand theories

There are at least two main interests regarding US foreign policy. The first interest is to maintain the global rules and norms, such as in liberal international economic systems. This is based on the theory of an open market for trade and investment, which brings in benefits not only for the US but also for the rest of the world. The second interest is to maintain a global military presence, regional stability and the security of US alliances such those with Japan, South Korea, Australia and others (Goodman 2013:3-4, Glaser 2012). Given this interest, is it true that China’s rise presents a threat to the interests of the United States? In answering this question, there are two theories used to explain these relations. The first theory, realism, argues that the international system is in an anarchic condition where the great powers feel threatened by each other’s existence and where they tend to compete in order to be the dominant player. This makes them feel safer in that way. This propensity could lead to conflict and war. Therefore, from this perspective, China’s rise can be seen as something dangerous to the United States, as the dominant power right now. The existence of multiple great powers means that they will try to compete and eliminate one another. Different from the first theory, the second theory, which is neo-liberal, argues that China is already integrated into a peaceful world system through economic and diplomatic engagement. This is also supported by Chinese leaders, who state that China is on the road to peaceful development and not threatening anyone. In this sense, this refers to the United States (Xie & Page 2010:481).

These two perspectives have different standpoints regarding state relations. The realist argument can also be differentiated into two; defensive and offensive realism. Defensive realism sees that nation-states try to avoid power gaps with other states, however, it is unnecessary that they will maximise their power for their own sake (Donnelly in Burchill et al 2005:43). On the other hand, offensive realism, as Mearsheimer suggests, is where “states seek to survive under anarchy by maximising their power”, which results in institutions being unable to influence this kind of behaviour. In contrast, institutionalists argue that institutions are capable of bringing peace, although it will weaken their power (Mearsheimer 1995:82). Furthermore, the rise of economic integration means that the tendency to resort to conflict and war will be diminished since the involved states will have a common interest in trade and economics. They will try to empower and strengthen one another. Potential state collaboration in an anarchical situation for liberal institutionalists is much better than what neorealists assume. Institutions in this sense are capable of influencing a state’s behaviour in specific policy areas, for example, the Law of the Sea. The state’s uncertain behaviour could be minimised since the existence of institutions prompts the regularity pattern of the state’s behaviour. In addition, economic interdependence is proven to be in line with the decreasing of territorial occupation. The advantage of trade and cooperation between states is higher compared to military competition and territorial control (Burchill in Burchill et al 2005:64-65).

US-Chinese economic aspect

The worries about China are focused on China’s economic rise. China’s GDP annual growth rate was around 9.76 per cent from 1989 until 2016 (Trading Economics 2017). If China’s economy continues to grow at the same rate for two more decades, then it will become a rival and even surpass the United States. On the other hand, it also can be argued that China’s GDP is still smaller than Americas. It
may take 50 years for China to overtake America’s GDP and replace it as the world leader (The Atlantic 2015). However, China already has a massive economic influence in Asia (Art 2010:359). China’s rise has made it the number one target of foreign direct investment in the region and in the world, and this has caused US exports to decline in the region. The US export’s decline can lead to the assumption that China is gaining leverage over its neighbours at the US’s economic expense (Christensen 2006:105).

This parallels with one of the branches of realist theory, offensive realism, which argues that if China continues to grow economically then it will attempt to dominate Asia in the way that the US dominates the Western Hemisphere (Clark 2011:19, Mearsheimer 2014:1, He 2017:134). At some point, it is true that China will dominate Asia, particularly in economics. In 2009, China possessed more than 50 per cent of the total regional trade and became the largest trade partner in the Asian region (Das 2013:217). Seeing this situation, President Barack Obama put his economic policy strategy at the centre of the Asia-Pacific region and altered his trade policy to “pivot” towards Asia. He launched the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations to broaden liberalisation ties with eleven other Asia-Pacific members such as Brunei, Chile, New Zealand, Singapore, Australia, Peru, Vietnam, Malaysia, Canada, Mexico, and Japan. In a sense, this move will provide an economic benefit to the US and strengthen American leadership in the region, thereby counterbalancing China’s strong regional influence in Asia (Goodman 2013:7-9). America would not have directed its policy pivot toward Asia if the US did not see China as a threat to their economic presence in the region.

On the other hand, under neo-liberal assumptions, it can be argued that China’s rise is within the Western-oriented system that is the product of US leadership, so it is not necessarily a threat to US interests (Zhou 2008:134). In fact, the more that China needs strong, prosperous partners around the world, the more important that the Chinese economy will be a threat to the US and the rest of the world (Eikenberry 2015:2). Furthermore, there are deep economic ties between the US and China. China’s growth is heavily dependent on foreign direct investment and technology from the US, which is also China’s largest export market. In turn, China’s exports give US consumers and firms access to inexpensive goods and materials (Jones 2007:21-22). China is currently the US’s second-largest merchandise trading partner, its third-largest export market and its biggest source of imports (Morrison 2017:4-7). Therefore, as both states are intertwined with each other because of trade and investment relations, this tends to prevent the potentiality of conflict and maintains the peaceful situation. Likewise, because of the high level of economic interdependence, an attempt to destroy one another also means destroying themselves (Wang 2009:311, Art 2010:363).

China has evolved inside the US economic system such as by joining the International Monetary System (IMF), World Bank and World Trade Organisation (WTO), which reflects a world economic order dominated by the US and Western countries (Ikenberry 2008:29-33). However, China has also used this system to bring them benefits and interests. The establishment of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), which is led by China without US involvement, can be a tool to increase China’s influence in the region. The Asian Development Bank (ADB), as a part of the World Bank, is an institution in which the US and Japan are the main players. Both institutions have the same role, which is focused on taking part in financing Asian infrastructure and development projects. The risk arising from the existence of these two institutions would be the creation of two blocks of economic influence in Asia: one led by China and the other led by the US and Japan. In addition, through the establishment of AIIB, China can accelerate its own trade arrangements, resulting in concern as to whether the US is still able to maintain its economic rules, norms, and systems in the region (Subacchi 2015). This situation can be related to defensive realism logic. It can be assumed that China tries to balance itself with the US in terms of economic sphere of influence, since each state is trying to minimise the power gap between them. Nonetheless, it unnecessarily makes them have bad relations and provokes them into eliminating one another as part of the offensive realist argument.

**US-Chinese military aspect**

In military terms, the US interest is to maintain a global presence and regional stability, which can be connected to support US global economic activities and the security of US allies. To some degree, there is a possibility that China will counter US military forces, because Chinese economic power can
help to finance a fast-paced military modernization program (Christensen 2006:96). This scenario is also supported by the fact that Chinese military spending always increases year to year. For instance, in 2017, China’s military budget was around $147.9 billion, which was a seven per cent increase from the 2016 budget of $146.6 billion. Meanwhile, in 2015, the budget stood at $144.2 billion (Center for Strategic & International Studies 2017). However, this spending is much lower than the military spending of the United States. Before stepping down as the president, Barack Obama proposed $582.7 billion for the defence budget in 2017 (Department of Defence 2016). In addition, in 2012, the United States was responsible for 39 per cent of the world’s total military expenditure, which was then followed by China’s 9.5 per cent. This means that US military spending alone is almost four times more than China’s military spending (Global Issues 2012). Therefore, US military capabilities remain far more advanced and powerful compared to China. China does not necessarily threaten the US military presence in the region, since US military forces are already globally deployed, technologically advanced and have massive concentrations of firepower all around the Chinese rim (Nathan & Scobell 2012:37).

Nevertheless, a threat to US interests can be seen in the Taiwan and South China Sea (SCS) cases where military conflict between the two countries is likely to happen (Mearsheimer 2014:5). The US wants stability in the Taiwan Strait and desires a peaceful resolution to resolve Taiwan’s status. While on China’s side, it is part of their core national interest to reunify with Taiwan and they will use military force if Taiwan attempts to declare its independence (Glaser 2011:5). This is surely a threat to the US, because if the US tries to deter China from using force to solve the Taiwan issue, the result would be that the PRC will weary of Taiwanese independence. Therefore, it will cause Beijing to further intensify its military efforts around Taiwan’s territory (Art 2010:375, Friedberg 2005:29). The other option would be that the United States could consider backing away from its commitment to Taiwan, removing the most visible and contentious flashpoint between them (Glaser 2011:6). However, this cannot be done because it ties in to the credibility of the US commitments in other East Asia countries, such as Japan. If the US failed to defend Taiwan from China’s attack, it would also threaten Japan, as one of the US’s main allies in the region (Friedberg 2005:23).

However, the Taiwan case does not necessarily need to become a battlefield between China and the United States, as offensive realists have argued, because America can do several things to avoid this from happening. First, they could make it clear to Beijing that they do not have any hidden agendas and no interest in seeing the separation of the Chinese mainland and Taiwan (Wang 2009:325, Art 2010:375). Second, the US military deterrence needs to remain strong in the Taiwan Strait in order to prevent any military attack from China while also restraining Taiwan from taking steps that China would interpret as moving toward independence (Art 2010:376). It can be assumed that the US should accommodate China’s interest in Taiwan by preventing Taiwan from declaring its independence. Maintaining a strong military deterrence position within Taiwanese territory will protect US interests, defend Taiwan from China’s attacks and strengthen the potentiality of peaceful resolutions.

The second case involves the South China Sea (SCS) dispute, in which China has claimed almost the entire region. Right now, China is in an ongoing disputes with Vietnam over control of the Paracel Islands and with Brunei, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam over the Spratly Islands (both islands are in the South China Sea) (Mearsheimer 2014:6). Today, China regularly performs military air patrols over the disputed islands, along with building artificial land, airstrips, and other militarily useful infrastructures – thus claiming a 200-mile EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) around them. The United States will not accept these particular Chinese activities because it will threaten several US interests in the region, such as the freedom of navigation and commercial shipping, and a peaceful resolution to the ownership of the disputed territory (Gompert et al. 2016: 4). Furthermore, China’s aggressive behaviour can also be seen when they routinely intercept U.S. reconnaissance flights. This escalates the possibilities of an accident. For example, the crash between a U.S. EP-3 reconnaissance plane and a Chinese F-8 fighter jet near Hainan Island in 2001. This kind of situation will affect the high state of tension and escalation between the states and trigger a major political crisis (Glaser 2012).
Although China poses a threat to US interests in the South China Sea case, right now, a war between the two countries is still unlikely because both countries have nuclear deterrence to prevent military conflict from happening. Nuclear weapons are a major force for peace simply because they are weapons of mass destruction and they work to dramatically lower the possibility of war by either miscalculation or deliberate decision (Art 2010:372). As has already been mentioned before, with the economic interdependence and global integration of the US and Chinese economies, a Sino-US war could be immensely costly for both parties, East Asia, and the world. China relies on international trade in general and relies on exports to the United States. Likewise, the US relies on imports and direct investments in China. These vulnerabilities are a major reason as to why war is so unlikely to happen between them (Gompert et al. 2016:41).

From the explanation of US-Chinese economic and military aspects, it can be said that it is true that China’s rise could threaten the interests of the US since that it will reduce the domination of the US in the world political constellation. Nevertheless, it can be argued that China’s rise unnecessarily brings out conflict with the US. There is the notion of China’s peaceful rise becoming something interesting that is to be further explored. From the cases above, it can be seen that deterring US is not the main agenda for China since it will be counter effective to the Chinese ambition to rise peacefully. Moreover, China tends to be open within the international trading system and “could not afford to antagonise Washington” (Council on Foreign Relations 2006). The case of Taiwan and the South China Sea cannot be solely seen as China’s general behaviour when trying to have a conflicting relationship with the US. In addition, under China’s peaceful rise, the Chinese government has enacted various policies in order to reduce the threat assumption from other states toward China. These steps include building cooperation with second-tier powers such as EU, Russia, and India, as well as expanding and enhancing trade with the states in the Asia-Pacific region. Last but not least, continuing to pursue cooperation clearly states that China has no intention to conflict with the US (Xia 2007).

The promise of China's peaceful rise

Both the US and China are actively engaged with the international community. Especially for the US, active participation in international organisations plays an important role in their foreign policy. Sanford (1999) showed that the US makes up one quarter of the international organisations that were established by international agreements. As a hegemonic power, the role of the US is the key consideration in the international community. For example, certain cases related to peace, conflict and foreign intervention issues are followed by issues related to human rights or nuclear weapons, which when situated in the Middle East, has taken the US vote into account (Wang 1999). Stverkova (2017) argued that a dominant power like the US tends to see the advantages of international organisations as being able to produce a more stable and predictable international environment and to capture other states in order to map a desirable policy orientation. On the contrary, the dominant authority often loses their own policy autonomy and it has to minimise its ability to exercise power.

In terms of their involvement in international organisations, China has a different approach to the US. China is rather slow to engage with international institutions, as the UN just recognised China as the sole legitimate representative of the country in 1971, which marked China’s reintegration into the international community. Moreover, there was a time where China had not joined the World Bank and IMF until after the death of Mao Zedong in September 1976. “By the turn of the century, however, its growing participation in international organisations has provided both a source and measure of its expanding power” (Kent 2002). In 2000, China became a member of more than 2,000 international organisations. Even though China’s leaders have found that its membership in international organisations has extended China’s power and promoted its participation in globalisation and modernisation, they are also conscious of the constraints that follow international citizenship, especially the possible impact on China’s growth rate and the threats posed by economic interdependence for North-South relations. Therefore, in some cases, China would rather use bilateral mechanisms for the resolution of interstate conflict due to their involvement in a big international community (Kent 2002).

Due to the aftermath of World War I, some scholars believe that international institutions could be an effective tool to resolve international disputes. Woodrow Wilson underlined that “international
organisation and international law could be an independent force for peace and justice as well as a counterweight to the perceived negative effects of the traditional international system” (Sanford 1999). In fact, power politics and traditional diplomacy are seen to be escalating conflicts, as they tend to use the realism approach to resolve conflict, while international organisations are more liberal. International communities use public opinion as the instrument to resolve disputes as well as objective mediation mechanisms. Thus, in a collective security system, the approach from international organisations can possibly enforce world peace. Moreover, international organisations can also assist countries in identifying and solving functional problems that they hold in common on a more prosaic level (Sanford 1999). In the case of the contestation of power between the US and China, it can be said that by involving certain international organisations, they are actually restraining themselves from exacerbating the conflict based on the above-mentioned arguments. International organisations can propose a more liberal approach to resolve any conflict. Although the involvement of China in international organisations is considered to be new, China has never intended to show political influence in these communities. In fact, China tries to hold back its aggressiveness in relation to its participation in the international organisations. For instance, in the case of the military intervention in Libya by NATO, China abstained. Therefore, we do not see any excuses for the US to perceive China’s rise as a threat because of this peaceful engagement of China to certain international organisations, especially as China’s cooperation in the international organisations is seen of as exercising soft power through trade and foreign aid.

Conclusion

China’s rise in power will always present a threat to US interests since every major world power seeks to maximise their own power. From an economic standpoint, China has the largest influence in Asian regional trade, which will decrease the US’s economic presence in the region. This is why, under the Obama administration, his trade policy changed to pivot toward Asia. China also used the US international economic system to establish their investment banking system, AIIB, which will challenge the previous US-Japan led investment bank, ADB, in the region.

In military terms, although the US has a massive military power compared to China, in the Taiwan and South China Sea cases, China does pose a threat to US interests in both of these regions. Like in Taiwan for example, China has made it clear that if Taiwan declares its independence, then they will not hesitate to use military force to solve the Taiwanese problem. This will threaten US interests in relation to pursuing peaceful resolutions over Taiwan statuses. This can be a threat to the US’s main ally, Japan. This threat has also happened in the South China Sea case, where China has claimed almost the entire region and used its military power to preserve the South China Sea statuses. It can also endanger US interests there in terms of freedom of navigation, trade, and the potentiality of peaceful resolution in the disputed region.

However, this threat will not necessarily lead to war as realism suggests. Like in the Taiwan case, the United States is able to embark on several steps to accommodate China’s interests and at the same time, to secure their own interests, which can be translated into decreasing the potentiality of military conflict between them. In the South China Sea case, the possibility of war between the US and Chinese is much higher since they have already clashed before. However, the existence of a nuclear deterrence will prevent a major war from happening. In addition, because of China and the United States having deep economic interdependence, it will apply the neo-liberal thesis as well, in that both countries will tend to prefer to avoid conflict and seek to preserve peace since an attempt to destroy one another will also mean destroying themselves.
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